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Abstract

After their discovery with BeppoSAX and vigorous follow up programs with HETE2 and, more recently,
with SWIFT, X-ray flashes are still puzzling phenomena. They are a very numerous class of soft GRB,
making up about 40% of the total population. In this talk I will review the status of observations and
discuss about different scenarios proposed to explain their origin. These include the off-axis jet scenario
or sub-energetic GRBs. With its soft X-ray response and wide sky capability, we expect that MAXI will
provide important observations to improve our understanding on these elusive phenomena.
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SummarySummary

 DiscoveryDiscovery
 A new class of GRBsA new class of GRBs
 Constrain on the origin from observationsConstrain on the origin from observations
 The puzzle remains openThe puzzle remains open
 MAXI MAXI perspecitvesperspecitves

X-ray flashesXX--rayray flashesflashes

 A New class discovered by A New class discovered by 
BSAX and confirmed by BSAX and confirmed by 
HETE2: HETE2: aboutabout 50% 50% GRBGRB’’s s 
withwith no or no or veryvery faintfaint or or 
gammagamma--rayray emissionemission

 high high redshiftredshift GRBsGRBs
 offoff--axisaxis eventsevents
 SubenergeticSubenergetic eventsevents, more , more 

numerousnumerous thanthan normalnormal
GRBsGRBs

Heise et al 2001

XRF XRF hosthost galaxiesgalaxies
 2 of XRF 2 of XRF localizedlocalized byby BSAX and BSAX and followedfollowed up up 

byby ChandraChandra ((BloomBloom etet al 03)al 03)
 more more redshiftredshift byby SWIFT at z<3 (SWIFT at z<3 (GendreGendre, Galli, , Galli, 

LP, 2007)LP, 2007)

XRF

GRB

A class of GRBsA class of GRBs
 HETE2 (Sakamoto et al 04)HETE2 (Sakamoto et al 04)

XRF
XRR

GRB
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XRF XRF vsvs GRB: HETE2+BSAXGRB: HETE2+BSAX

 54 54 XRF+XRRXRF+XRR in a in a combinedcombined BeppoSAXBeppoSAX and and 
HETE2 HETE2 ((SakamotoSakamoto etet al)al) samplesample ((DD’’AlessioAlessio, LP, Rossi , LP, Rossi 
((A&AA&A 2006, ) 2006, ) 

 H=SH=S(2(2--30)/S(3030)/S(30--400 400 keVkeV): ): 
 XRF:H>1 XRF:H>1 
 XRR:  0.32<H<1XRR:  0.32<H<1
 GRB: H<1GRB: H<1



XRF XRF vsvs GRB: GRB: PromptPrompt
 SpectralSpectral indexesindexes are are consistentconsistent
 <<EpeakEpeak(XRF)>=35 (XRF)>=35 keVkeV
 <<EpeakEpeak(GRB)>=165 (GRB)>=165 keVkeV

a Epb
GRB 
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XRF 
(low G)

Sub energetic X-ray
flashes

Woosley et al

Collapsar model

TestingTesting the the unificationunification scenario scenario 
the the offoff--axisaxis jetjet

 GRB and XRF GRB and XRF havehave the the samesame intrinsicintrinsic propertiesproperties and and 
z z distributiondistribution

 The The onlyonly differencedifference isis the the viewingviewing angle  (angle  (analogousanalogous
toto the strong the strong unificationunification scenario scenario forfor AGN)AGN)

 Derive Derive averageaverage offoff--axisaxis angle angle fromfrom the the promptprompt
((EpeakEpeak) ) forfor the the twotwo populationspopulations forfor homogeneoushomogeneous, , 
gaussiangaussian and and universaluniversal jet model, (jet model, (dEdE//ddWW((qq), Amati ), Amati 
relationshiprelationship))

 Derive Derive afterglowafterglow fluxflux at 11 at 11 hrshrs/(1+z) /(1+z) correspondingcorresponding
toto the the twotwo averageaverage off off axisaxis anglesangles fromfrom model and model and 
compare compare withwith observationsobservations

DD’’Alessio, LP, Rossi (Alessio, LP, Rossi (A&AA&A 2006, ) 2006, ) 
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qoff=2qjet

qoff=4qjet
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D’ ALessio, LP, 
Rossi 2006, 

XRF vs GRB: afterglow data (I)XRF XRF vsvs GRB: GRB: afterglowafterglow data (I)data (I)
 PrePre--SWIFTSWIFT: The : The averageaverage XX--rayray fluxflux (@ 11 (@ 11 hrshrs) ) 

in XRF  in XRF  isis consistentconsistent withwith thatthat of GRB (ratio of GRB (ratio 
GRB/XRF GRB/XRF afterglowafterglow = 1.0+= 1.0+--0.8). 0.8). SimilarSimilar resultresult
forfor the the opticaloptical afterglowsafterglows

XRF vs GRB: afterglow data (II)XRF XRF vsvs GRB: GRB: afterglowafterglow data (II)data (II)

 SWIFT: XSWIFT: X--ray Luminosity (z available) ray Luminosity (z available) 
 Results <LxResults <LxGRBGRB/Lx/LxXRFXRF(@20ksec>=2.5+(@20ksec>=2.5+--22

XRF
GRB

Gendre,Galli
& LP 07



• XRF and GRB have similar X-ray afterglow 
luminosity

• Off-axis jet models, in their different incarnations 
(uniform, gaussian, universal) have severe difficulties 
in explaining this result

• The subenergetic scenario appears also problematic: 
the X-ray luminosity is a good proxy of the kinetic 
energy

• the high z scenario already excluded as a whole

The puzzling origin of XRFThe The puzzlingpuzzling originorigin of XRFof XRF Prospects with MAXIProspects with MAXIProspects with MAXI

 BSAX and HETE2 samples: XRF(+XRR):77%, BSAX and HETE2 samples: XRF(+XRR):77%, 
GRBs(EpGRBs(Ep>100 keV): 23%>100 keV): 23%

 MAXI: about 10 GRB per year, most of the MAXI: about 10 GRB per year, most of the 
should be XRRshould be XRR--XRFXRF

 Crucial to get the afterglow properties and Crucial to get the afterglow properties and 
redshiftredshift: SWIFT follow up: SWIFT follow up




